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ducing all the desired effects by a touch here and tip
there, on the head and face of his subjects. The
earnest, tearful prayer—immoderate laughter—
passionate weeping—amorous dalliances—absurd and
impossible situations, are gracefully and naturally
taken up and carefully enacted (as easily as if the
persons operated upon had been under careful tram-
ing for years), as the mesmeriser now excites an organ
or a facial muscle by his magnetic touch,
With mesmeric sensitives, avoid all haste and
suggestion. In a sense, take what comes—and you
will have in due time the best results, clairvoyance
and what not.
With phreno-mesmeric sensitives also avoid haste
and suggestion as far as the latter can be eliminated
from your experiments. The phenomena induced
are sometimes traceable to the excitement of the
cerebral organs by touch and sometimes to your will,
and in some instances to both. Suggestion is possible
c:ily when the sensitive understands the location of
the faculties.
With mesmeric-psychological subjects, who form
the great majority of all platform assistants, force
results—make what stiggestions you please. Ever
bear in otiind, while entertainment and entertaining
have their uses, they are not the end all and be ail
bf Mesmerism. Let your suggestions be wholesome,,
happy, healthy, and beneficial, elevating character
always. Never descend to practical jokes, or to
aught hurtful or unpleasant,. simply to gratify your
own vanity, sense of the ridiculous, or to amuse
others, at the expense of your subject's health and
happiness.
There is something inexpressibly funny in seeing
a .sedate old man forget his sedateness, and make
passionate avowals of affection to a supposed young
lady (who is another man dressed up in a poke-
bonnet and shawl), or becoming the end man for a
troupe of Christy Minstrels; personating some actor,
or delivering a temperance address; feeding a bundle
'Of clothes or a ha&dksrehfef for a baby, using a feat

